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Abstract:

One of the main issues in aggregated search for XML documents is to select the relevant elements for
information need. Our objective is to gather in same aggregate relevant elements that can belong to different
parts of XML document and that are semantically related. To do this, we propose a neural aggregated search
model using Kohonen self-organizing maps. Kohonen self-organizing map lets classification of XML
elements producing density map that form the foundations of our model.

1

INTRODUCTION

XML information retrieval recovers information
from different granularities such as document or
parts of document (Kamps et al., 2003; Fuhr et al.,
2004) and with different types such as images, text,
videos, news…etc. However, assembly or grouping
these elements in a suitable form to provide a
complete view of the information available should
be considered.
An ordered list of elements is the answer
returned by the majority of current XML
information retrieval systems (Sigurbjornsson et al.,
2003; Ogilvie and Callan, 2003; Lalmas and
Vannoorenberghe, 2004; Piwowarski et al., 2002).
The result as an ordered liste requires the user to
browse sequentially and examine the results one by
one to find the appropriate content. The aggregated
search comes to relieve this problem by assembling
and combining elements to construct answers
including all relevant information with respect to
user’s query. To do this, se suggest a neural
aggregated search model using Kohonen selforganizing maps. Self-organizing map allows an
automatic classification of XML elements producing
density map to which we apply a genetic algorithm
to generate aggregates.
This paper is structured as follows. We initially
introduce related work concerning XML aggregated
search. We describe our model in section 3. In
section 4 we conclude the paper.

2

STATE OF THE ART

Few works in literature deal with aggregate search
for semi structured documents as XML. The
proposed models that cover this issue are limited to
Web documents (Clarke et al., 2008; Agrawal et al.,
2009; Kopliku, 2009; Arguello et al., 2011; Kopliku
et al., 2011). So, Polyzotis and Huang were the first
to have proposed a solution to aggregated search in
XML documents. Indeed, XCLUSTERs (Polyzotis
and Garofalakis, 2006) is a model representing XML
summaries. It regroups some XML elements and
uses a small space to store their abstarcts. eXtract
(Huang et al., 2008) is an information retrieval
system that generates results as XML fragments. An
XML fragment is qualified like result if it is
autonomous (understanding by the user), distinct
(different from the other fragments), representative
(of the themes of the query) and succinct. The
Possibilistic aggregated search model (BessaiMechmache and Alimazighi, 2011; BessaiMechmache and Alimazighi, 2012) is an aggregated
search model based on possibilistic networks that
provide a natural representation of links between a
document, its elements and its content, and allow an
automatic selection of relevant aggregates. The
neural aggregated search model we suggest in this
paper uses Kohonen self-organizing maps
(Kohonen, 1990; Haykin, 1999). These selforganizing maps allow an automatic classification of
XML elements producing density map that form the
foundations of aggregated search. Indeed, in order to
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identify the relevant aggregate which answers the
query we apply a genetic algorithm (Ahmed et al.,
2008; Bangorn and Quen, 2005) to the density map.

3
3.1

AGGREGATED SEARCH
MODEL
Model Architecture

The architecture of the proposed model is a
Kohonen neural network that consists of a grid
(map) of neurons and an input stimulus, as
illustrated in Figure 1 below.

- ief: inverse frequency of element ‘ej’ for term ‘ti’.
- idf: inverse frequency

3.1.2 Connections between Elements
The Weight Sij is used to model the semantic link
between two elements ‘ei’ and ‘ej’ of the map. Sij is
calculated based on the following three factors:
- The Number of Common indexing Terms (nct)
(terms that the two elements have in Common); this
factor determines whether the two elements deal
with the same topic. It belongs to interval ] 0, 1[ and
is calculated as follows.
nct(ei , ej ) 

Number of common terms between ei and ej
Number of terms of ei  Number of termsof ej

(2)

-The co-occurrence of query terms in the
elements (Rij).

 min(cooccurrences (t ,t ),cooccurrences (t ,t ))

t ,t Q

Rij (Q)  k l

ei k l

occurrences (t ) occurrences (t )

tkQ

Figure 1: Model Architecture.

3.1.1 Map Description
Each neuron of the map represents an element of
the XML document. Only leaves elements of the
hierarchical structure of XML document are
classified on the map. The non leaves elements will
be classified by relevance propagation at search
time.
The map is divided into subset of XML elements
(areas or subregions) having the same
characteristics, i.e. they deal with the same thematic.
Therefore, elements belonging to the same subregion
are potential candidates to appear in the same
aggregate answering a given query.
Input stimulus is an N-dimensional vector of
neurons that represents an element to be classified
on the map. Each neuron in the input stimulus is an
indexing term of the element.
Connection that join every neuron (term) of the
stimulus to the map reflect the importance (Wij) of
term ‘ti‘ in element ‘ej‘. This importance (or weight)
is calculated by the following equation (Trotman,
2005).
(1)
Wij = tfij * ief * idf
With:
- tfij : term frequency
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ej k l

ei k

tkQ

(3)

ej k

- The Longest Common Prefix (lcp) between the
Hierarchical Identifiers (HI) of the two elements
(HIei, HIej). The lcp(HIei, HIej)=0 if the two
elements ei and ej don't belong to the same
document.
Example:
If
HIei=5.2.1.4
and
HIej= 5.2.4.2 then lcp(HIei, HIej)= 2.
The weight Sij is calculated as follows:

Sij  nct (ei , e j )  lcp(HIei , HIe j )  Rij (Q)

(4)

3.1.3 Learning Algorithm
Let X(t) = { X1( t), X2(t),…, Xn(t)} be a learning
pattern at instant t. Let Wk(t) = { W1k (t), W2k(t) ,…,
Wnk(t)} be a neuron at instant t.
Firstly, the map must be initialized randomly.
For each input pattern:
1- Calculate the distance between the pattern and
all neurones (||X(t)-Wk(t)||). The chosen distance
measure is the Euclidean distance.
2- Select the nearest neurone as winner Ws
(||X(t)-Ws(t)|| = min ||X(t)-Wk(t)||)
3- Update each neurone according to the rule:
Wki (t+1) = Wki (t) + α(t).h(Ws, Wk)(t).||Xi(t) - Wki(t)||
with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 be the learning rate, and h(Ws, Wk) be
the neighbourhood function. This function assumes
values in [0, 1] and is high for neurones that are
close in the neighbourhood, and small (or 0) for
neurones far away.
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4- Repeat the process until a certain stopping
criterion is met. Usually, the stopping criterion is a
fixed number of iterations.
To guarantee convergence and stability of the
map, the learning rate and neighbourhood radius are
decreased in each iteration, thus converging to zero.

With:

3.2

3.3.2 Relevance of Non-Leaf Element

Query Processing

A query consists of a set of terms, Q = (t1, t2,..., tm).
In our approach, we consider the query as a
vector of terms ready to be classified on the
Kohonen map.

R S V ( Q , le ) 

M



W

i1

le

(5)

i

- Wile: the weight of term ‘ti’ in leaf element ‘le’.
- M: the number of query terms.

The fitness of a non-leaf element corresponds to the
relevance of this element in relation to the query. It
is calculated by the following relevance propagation
formula (Sauvagnat et al., 2006):

Fe RSV(Q, le)  Ele *  RSV(Q, le)*dist(e,le)1
le  Fn

(6)

With:

Figure 2: Classification of the query on Kohonen map.

Once the query classified on the map, the
elements of its neighbourship are selected as
illustrated in Figure 2 above. The set of selected
elements is used to generate aggregates in response
to the query. This set, denoted SE(Selected
Element), will serve as initial population for the
genetic algorithm we define in next section.
SE = {le1, le2,…, led} with ‘le’: leaf element.

3.3

Aggregates Generation

The aim of our aggregate serach model is to return a
list of aggregates in response to a user query. Each
aggregate is composed of a set of coherent and nonredundant elements, conveying relevant information
in relation to user’s need. For this, we propose a
specific genetic algorithm for the generation of these
aggregates from the list of elements selected thanks
to our self-organizing map.
Our genetic algorithm works on two populations,
the population of elements ‘Pe’ and the population of
aggregates ‘Pag’. Clearly, we define different fitness
functions (or relevance function) to evaluate the two
populations.

3.3.1 Relevance of Leaves Elements
The relevance of a leaf element with respect to the
query (RSV(Q, le)) is equal to the sum of the
weights of query terms with regard to this element.

- |Ele| is the number of leaves elements that are
also child elements of the element ‘e’.
- le: leaf element.
- α є ]0..1]: is a parameter allowing to quantify the
importance of the distance separating leaves elements
from their ascendant element ‘e’.
- dist (e, le) is the distance between the leaf element ‘le’
and its ascendant element ‘e’ in accordance with the
hierarchical structure of the XML document.

3.3.3 Aggregate Relevance
The fitness of an aggregate ‘ag’, denoted ‘Fag‘, is the
relevance of this aggregate in relation to the query.
This relevance is calculated according to the
relevance of elements composing the aggregate and
according to the semantic link connecting these
elements. It is formulated as follows:
Fag RSV(Q, ag)

1

*

 Fei 

Eag ei Eag

1

 Sij

( Eag 1)! ei ,ej Eag

(7)

With:
- |Eag|: Number of elements of the aggregate.
- Eag: Set of elements those constitute the aggregate.
- Fei: Relevance of element ei with regard to the query.
- Sij: Semantic link degree between two elements ei and ej.

3.3.4 Genetic Algorithm
To generate the aggregate result we use the
following genetic algorithm:
a. Initialization
The Pe population is initialized by the set SE, so
Pe = {le1, le2, …, led}. The Pag Population is
initialized with aggregates formed by considering all
possible combinations of elements of Pe population.
Pag= {ag1, ag2,…, agm}.
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b.
Assessment of population of aggregates Pag
with normalized fitness function Fag then selection
of K top individuals and their assignment to Pag
population: Pag  K top aggregates.
c.
As long as the stopping criterion is not
reached do:












4

Go back up one level in the hierarchical tree
of XML documents (that contain these
elements) by applying the propagation of
relevance.
Add elements obtained by propagation to Pe
population. Evaluate the new population of
elements with the normalized fitness
function Fe.
Selection of L top elements and their
assignment to Pe population. The L top
elements are potentially useful elements to
generate relevant aggregates: Pe  L top
elements.
Apply parameters of hybridization and
mutation to Pag population. This is to
regenerate new aggregates from the new
population of elements Pe taking into
account various cases of overlap that may
exist.
Add new aggregates to Pag population.
Evaluate the new population of aggregates
with the normalized fitness function Fag and
select K top aggregates: Pag  K top
aggregates.
Go to step c.

CONCLUSIONS

Our neural aggregated search model thanks to
Kohonen self-organizing map assembles elements
from different parts of XML documents to build
aggregates including all relevant information for the
query.
Future work will concern the evaluation of our
approach on a data set.
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